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The Freeway Revival | Revolution Road
Following the successful reception of The Freeway Revival’s self-titled 2016 debut EP, the 
Asheville, NC based rock n’ soul band spent 2016 touring heavily around the Southeast. 
With appearances at many noteworthy events including Asheville’s Mountain Sports 
Festival and the Warren Haynes Christmas Jam by Day, the group has continued to make 
waves with their electric live performances and boundless enthusiasm for what they do.

When members of The Freeway Revival banded together in the fall of 2015, a unique and 
powerful brotherhood was formed. The collaborative musical culmination formed by this 
group of seasoned players and songwriters became an instant home where the hearth of 
creation can burn. Now, after nearly two years of nose-to-the-grindstone touring, 
rehearsing and song crafting, the band’s first full length album is born. 

Seeming to musically span generations, 2017‘s release Revolution Road somehow 
encapsulates both a feeling of nostalgic timelessness and a raw, fresh kind of energy. The 
record’s opening track “Goodbye” kicks it off with a swift and funky farewell to any 
preconceived notions, and leads the way onward with a stunning four part vocal harmony. 
While holding true to their refreshing, homegrown nature in foot-stompin’ mountain tunes 
like “Wanderin’” and gorgeous piano ballads like “Even if it Rains”, the group also 
explores more etherial, psychedelic realms in hopeful tracks like “Sense of Wonder” and 
“Peace”. The Freeway further dissolves genre boundaries in a strangely cohesive way 
with edgy, poetic rock track “When It Breaks”, the funky, barn-burner jam “Soul Survivor”,  
and the powerful, introspective soul song “Rise”. 

In scope, palette, and composition, Revolution Road is a daring and successful leap into 
a blossoming career. Most importantly it expresses the band’s mantra in it’s truest form:
‘Live the Freeway’

“..The group’s originals were fresh and dynamic...the band seemed to channel the soul-filled 
history of rock n’ roll.” - Mountain Xpress Magazine

REVOLUTION ROAD

Release Date: September 1, 2017

Track Listing
1. Goodbye                            6:10
2. Soul Survivor                      5:19
3. Rise                                   5:06
4. Wise Up                             5:45
5. Peace                                 8:02
6. Wanderin‘                           5:53
7. Sense of Wonder                5:23
8. Even If It Rains                    5:28
9. Angel In Rhymes                 4:50
10. When It Breaks                   5:14
11. Crickets                              7:46
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